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ABSTRACT
We present the analysis of OGLE-2016-BLG-0613, for which the lensing light curve appears to be that
of a typical binary-lens event with two caustic spikes but with a discontinuous feature on the trough
between the spikes. We find that the discontinuous feature was produced by a planetary companion to
the binary lens. We find 4 degenerate triple-lens solution classes, each composed of a pair of solutions
according to the well-known wide/close planetary degeneracy. One of these solution classes is excluded
due to its relatively poor fit. For the remaining three pairs of solutions, the most-likely primary mass
is about M1 ∼ 0.7M⊙ while the planet is a super-Jupiter. In all cases the system lies in the Galactic
disk, about half-way toward the Galactic bulge. However, in one of these three solution classes, the
secondary of the binary system is a low-mass brown dwarf, with relative mass ratios (1 : 0.03 : 0.003),
while in the two others the masses of the binary components are comparable. These two possibilities
can be distinguished in about 2024 when the measured lens-source relative proper motion will permit
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separate resolution of the lens and source.
Keywords: gravitational lensing: micro – binaries: general – planetary systems
1. INTRODUCTION
More than half of stars belong to binary or multi-
ple systems (Abt 1983). From high-resolution imaging
observations of host stars of Kepler extrasolar planets,
Horch et al. (2014) concluded that the overall binary
fraction of the planet-host stars is similar to the rate
for field stars, suggesting that planets in binary systems
are likely to be as common as those around single stars.
The environment of the protoplanetary disk around a
star in a binary system would have been affected by
the gravitational influence of the companion and thus
planets in binary systems are expected to be formed
through a different mechanism from that of single stars
(Thebault & Haghighipour 2015). However, the current
leading theories about the planet formation such as the
core-accretion theory (Ida & Lin 2004) and the disk in-
stability theory (Boss 2006) have been mostly focused
on single stars, and thus many aspects about the for-
mation mechanism of planets in binary systems remain
uncertain. In order to derive a clear understanding of
the formation mechanism, a sample comprising a large
number of planetary systems in various types of binary
systems will be important.
Microlensing can provide a tool to detect planets in
binaries. The method is important because it can de-
tect planets that present significant difficulties for other
major planet detection methods. Since the microlensing
phenomenon occurs regardless of the light from lens-
ing objects, it enables one to detect planets around
faints stars or even dark objects (Mao & Paczyn´ski
1991; Gould & Loeb 1992). While the transit method is
sensitive to circumbinary planets, wherein the planet or-
bits both stars in a close binary, and the high-resolution
imaging method is sensitive to circumstellar planets,
wherein the planet orbits one star of a very wide binary
system, the microlensing method can detect both pop-
ulations of circumbinary (Han 2008) and circumstellar
planets (Lee et al. 2008; Han et al. 2016).
However, identifying microlensing planets in binary
systems is a difficult task due to the complexity of triple-
lensing light curves and the resulting complication in the
analysis. When a lensing event is produced by a single
mass, the resulting light curve has a simple smooth and
symmetric shape which is described by 3 lensing param-
eters of the time of the closest approach of the source
to the lens, t0, which defines the time of the peak mag-
nification, the lens-source separation at that time, u0
(impact parameter), which determines the peak mag-
nification of the event, and the Einstein time scale tE,
which characterizes the duration of the event. When a
lens is composed of multiple components, on the other
hand, the lensing light curve becomes greatly complex.
The first cause of the light curve complexity is the
increase of the parameters needed to describe the light
Figure 1. Graphical presentation of the triple-lensing pa-
rameters.
curve. In order to describe the light curves produced
by a binary lens, one needs 3 more parameters in ad-
dition to the single-lens parameters. These include the
separation s2 and mass ratio q2 = M2/M1 between the
binary lens components and the source trajectory angle
α with respect to the binary axis. Here M1 and M2 de-
note the masses of the primary and companion of the
binary, respectively. For a triple-lens system, such as
the case of a planet in a binary system, one needs to
add 3 more parameters including the orientation angle
ψ of the third body M3 and the separation s3 and mass
ratio q3 between M1 and M3. In Figure 1, we provide
the graphical presentation of the triple-lensing parame-
ters used in our analysis. With the increased number of
parameters, the parameter space to be explored in the
analysis greatly increases, making the analysis of triple-
lens system difficult.
The second major cause of the light curve complex-
ity is the formation of caustics. Caustics refer to curves
on the source plane at which lensing magnifications of
a point source become infinite, and thus the lensing
light curves produced by source star’s crossing over the
caustic are characterized by sharp spikes. Caustics of
a binary-lens systems form closed curves, in which the
topology of caustic curves depends on the binary sepa-
ration and mass ratio (Schneider & Weiss 1986; Bozza
1999; Dominik 1999a). The addition of a third compo-
nent to the lens system greatly increases the complex-
ity of the caustic topology, and the loops of caustics
may overlap and intersect, resulting in nested curves
(Gaudi et al. 1998). As a result, the topology of the
triple lens system has not yet been fully understood al-
though there have been some studies on the caustics of
a subset of triple lens systems, e.g., Dane´k & Heyrovsky´
(2015) and Luhn et al. (2016).
Although very complex, microlensing light curves of
some triple-lens systems can be readily analyzed. One
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such case is a planet in a binary system for which the
masses of the stellar lens components overwhelm that of
the planet, i.e.M1 ∼M2 ≫M3. In this case, the overall
shape of the lensing light curve is approximated by the
binary-lens light curve of theM1–M2 pair, and the signal
of the third body can be treated as a perturbation to the
binary-lens curve.
There have been 5 triple lensing events published
to date. These include OGLE-2006-BLG-109 (two
planet system, Gaudi et al. 2008; Bennett et al. 2010),
OGLE-2012-BLG-0026 (two planet system, Han et al.
2013; Beaulieu et al. 2016), OGLE-2013-BLG-0341
(circumstellar planetary system, Gould et al. 2014),
OGLE-2008-BLG-092 (circumstellar planetary system,
Poleski et al. 2014), and OGLE-2007-BLG-349 (cir-
cumbinary planetary system, Bennett et al. 2016). For
OGLE-2006-BLG-109, the caustics induced by the two
planets interfere each other and the resulting caustic
pattern is complex, making the analysis difficult. For
the other 4 cases, however, the interference is minimal
and thus the resulting caustic can be approximated by
the superposition of the caustics induced by the indi-
vidual companions (Han 2005). This enables to treat
M1–M2 and M1–M3 pairs as independent binary sys-
tems, making the analysis simplified.
In addition, there are two cases in the literature of
lens systems that were originally identified as triples
and then were later recognized to be binary lenses:
MACHO-97-BLG-41 (Bennett et al. 1999; Albrow et al.
2000; Jung et al. 2013; Ryu et al. 2017) and OGLE-
2013-BLG-0723 (Udalski et al. 2015; Han et al. 2016).
In both cases, the “additional” caustic that had been
thought to be caused by an additional body (whose
properties were then evaluated based on the above-
mentioned principle of superposition) was actually a
minor-image caustic that had moved during the event
due to the orbital motion of the binary. The first case
is particularly instructive. Soon after the triple model
was introduced, Albrow et al. (2000) had developed an
alternative (binary) model from the analysis based on
a completely different data set which had additional
data points and thus provided stronger constraints on
the first caustic compared to the Bennett et al. (1999)
study. Later, Jung et al. (2013) combined these data
sets and showed that the binary model was strongly
favored. Subsequently, Ryu et al. (2017) showed that
the fundamental reason for the superiority of the bi-
nary model is that the orbtial-motion of the binary was
already strongly present in the brief encounter of the
source with the central caustic. In brief, triple lenses
inhabit a wide range of parameter space, leading to con-
siderably different levels of difficulty in analyzing them
and disentangling them from binary lenses. While con-
siderable progress has been made, much is still being
learned.
In this work, we report a planet in a binary system
that was detected from the analysis of the microlensing
event OGLE-2016-BLG-0613. The overall light curve of
Figure 2. Light curve of OGLE-2016-BLG-0613. The lower
panel shows the enlarged view of the short-term discontinu-
ous anomaly that occurred at HJD ∼ 2457493. The arrow in
the upper panel denotes the time when the event was iden-
tified.
the event appears to be consistent with that of a typ-
ical caustic-crossing binary-lens event with two strong
spikes, but it exhibits a short-term discontinuous fea-
ture on the smooth ”U”-shape trough region between
the caustic spikes. We find that the short-term feature
is produced by a planet-mass companion to the binary
lens.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we dis-
cuss the observation of the lensing event and the data
acquired from it. In Section 3, we describe the proce-
dures of modeling the observed lensing light curve and
estimate the physical parameters of the lens system. In
Section4, we discuss the scientific importance of the lens-
ing event. We summarize the results and conclude in
Section 5.
2. DATA
The microlensing event OGLE-2016-BLG-0613 oc-
curred on a star located toward the Galactic bulge
field. The equatorial coordinates of the source
star are (α, δ)J2000 = (17
h57m02s.50,−28◦06′58′′.2).
The corresponding Galactic coordinates are (l, b) =
(1◦.99,−1◦.74), which is very close to the Galactic cen-
ter. The event was discovered by the EarlyWarning Sys-
tem (Udalski 2003) of the Optical Gravitational Lensing
Experiment (OGLE: Udalski et al. 2015) survey, which
monitors the Galactic bulge field using the 1.3mWarsaw
telescope at the Las Campanas Observatory in Chile.
The discovery of the event was announced on 2016 April
11. Most of the OGLE data were taken in the standard
Cousins I band and some V -band images were taken for
color measurement.
The event was also in the field of the Korea Mi-
crolensing Telescope Network (KMTNet: Kim et al.
2016) survey, which monitors the bulge field using 3
globally distributed telescopes located at the Cerro
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Tololo Interamerican Observatory in Chile (KMTC),
the South African Astronomical Observatory in South
Africa (KMTS), and the Siding Spring Observatory in
Australia (KMTA). The aperture of each telescope is
1.6m. The camera, which is composed of 4 chips, pro-
vides a 4-deg2 field of view. The event OGLE-2016-
BLG-0613 was in one of the three major fields toward
which observations were conducted with 15-minute ca-
dence. For these major fields, the KMTNet survey con-
ducts alternating observations with 6-arcminute offset
in order to cover the gaps between chips of the camera.
As a result, the KMTNet data are composed of two sets
(denoted by “BLG02” and “BLG42”). KMTNet obser-
vations were also conducted in the standard Cousins I
band with occasional observations in V band.
The event was also observed by the surveys con-
ducted using the 3.8m United Kingdom Infrared Tele-
scope (UKIRT Microlensing survey: Shvartzvald et al.
2017) and the 3.6m Canada France Hawaii Telescope
(CFHT). Both telescopes are located at the Mauna Kea
Observatory in Hawaii. UKIRT observations were con-
ducted in H band and the images from CFHT observa-
tions were taken in i, r, and g bands.
In Figure 2, we present the light curve of OGLE-2016-
BLG-0613. At the time of being identified (HJD′ =
HJD − 2450000 ∼ 7489), the light curve of the event
already showed deviations from the smooth and sym-
metric form of a point-mass event. With the progress of
the event, the light curve exhibited a “U”-shape trough,
which is a characteristic feature that appears when a
source star passes through the inner region of the caustic
formed by a binary lens. Caustics of a binary lens form
closed curves, and thus caustic crossings occur in pairs.
The first caustic spike, which occurred at HJD′ ∼ 7483,
was inferred from the trough feature of the OGLE data
and identified later by the KMTA data. The second
caustic spike occurred at HJD′ ∼ 7495. The “baseline
object” of the event was very faint with a baseline mag-
nitude IOGLE ∼ 19.4. Furthermore, the baseline of the
light curve showed a systematic trend of declination. As
a result, the event drew little attention and thus it was
not covered by follow-up observations.
Preliminary analysis of the event was done as a part of
real-time modeling efforts that were conducted to check
the scientific importance of anomalous events. From
this, it was noticed that there exists a short-term dis-
continuous feature at HJD′ ∼ 7493 in a U-shape trough
region between the caustic spikes. We present the en-
larged view of the anomaly in the lower panels of Fig-
ure 2. Successive modeling of the light curve conducted
with the progress of the event yielded solutions that can
describe the overall light curve. However, the short-
term anomaly could not be explained by models based
on the binary-lens interpretation. See more discussion
in Section 3.
Photometry of the images taken from observations
were conducted by using various versions of codes de-
veloped based on the the difference imaging analysis
Figure 3. Systematic trend in the OGLE baseline data.
The upper and lower panels show the data before and after
the correction, respectively.
method (DIA: Alard & Lupton 1998). The OGLE data
were processed with the customized pipeline (Udalski
2003). The UKIRT data, which were taken in H band,
were also reduced with the DIA technique. The data
taken by the KMTNet and CFHT surveys were reduced
with customized versions of PySIS (Albrow et al. 2009)
and ISIS, respectively.
Table 1. Error bar correction factors
Data set N k σmin
OGLE 1924 1.68 0.001
KMTC (BLG02 Field) 292 1.45 0.001
– (BLG42 Field) 363 1.46 0.001
KMTS (BLG02 Field) 675 1.51 0.001
– (BLG42 Field) 630 1.93 0.001
KMTA (BLG02 Field) 397 1.40 0.001
– (BLG42 Field) 383 1.34 0.001
UKIRT 71 1.41 0.020
CFHT (i band) 44 1.43 0.020
– (r band) 47 1.78 0.020
– (g band) 45 1.25 0.020
As mentioned, the baseline of the event exhibits a sys-
tematic trend by which the baseline magnitude gradu-
ally increases. See the upper panel of Figure 3, which
shows the 7 year baseline since 2010. Such a trend is of-
ten produced by a blended star that is moving away from
the source star, e.g. OGLE-2013-BLG-0723 (Han et al.
2016). As the blend moves away, less flux is included
within the tapered aperture of photometry for the source
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Figure 4. ∆χ2 map in the log s–log q parameter space.
The encircled regions represent the locations of the 5 lo-
cal binary-lens solutions. The color coding represent points
in the MCMC chain within 1nσ (red), 2nσ (yellow), 3nσ
(green), 4nσ (cyan), and 5nσ (blue), where n = 8.
flux measurement, causing declining baseline. We re-
move the trend by conducting a linear fit to the base-
line. See the light curve after the baseline correction
presented in the lower panel of Figure 3.
For the analysis of the data taken from different tele-
scopes and processed using different photometry codes,
we readjust error bars of each data set following the
usual procedure described in Yee et al. (2012), i.e.
σ = k(σ20 + σ
2
min)
1/2. (1)
Here σ0 denotes the error bar estimated from the pho-
tometry pipeline, σmin is a factor used to make the error
bars be consistent with the scatter of data, and k is the
scaling factor used to make χ2/dof = 1. The adopted
values of the error-bar correction factors k and σmin are
listed in Table 1. Also presented is the number of data
points, N , for the individual data sets.
3. ANALYSIS
3.1. Binary-Lens Modeling
Since the sharp spikes in the lensing light curve are
characteristic features of caustic-crossing binary-lens
events, we start modeling of the light curve based on the
assumption that the lens is composed of two masses,M1
and M2. For the simple case in which the relative lens-
source motion is rectilinear, the light curve of a binary-
lens event is described by 7 geometric parameters plus 2
parameters representing the fluxes from the source, Fs,
and blend, Fb, for each data set. The geometric lensing
parameters include 3 of a single-lens event (t0, u0 and
tE), another 3 parameters describing the binary lens (s,
q, and α), and the ratio of the angular source radius θ∗
Figure 5. Caustic geometry of the 5 local binary-lens solu-
tions. For each local, the left panel shows the whole view and
the right panel shows the zoom of the caustic-crossing region.
In each panel, the cuspy closed curve represents the caustic
and the line with an arrow is the source trajectory. The
blue dots represent the lens components where the bigger
and smaller dots denote the primary (M1) and companion
(M2), respectively.
to the angular Einstein radius θE, i.e. ρ = θ∗/θE (nor-
malized source radius). The lengths of u0 and s are
normalized to θE.
In the preliminary binary-lens modeling, we first con-
duct a grid search over the parameter space of s, q, and
α, while the remaining parameters (t0, u0, tE, and ρ) are
searched for using a downhill approach. We choose s, q,
and α as the grid parameters because lensing magnifica-
tions vary sensitively to the small changes of these pa-
rameters. For the downhill approach, we use the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. The initial values
of the MCMC parameters are roughly guessed consid-
ering the characteristics of the light curve such as the
duration, caustic crossing times, etc. From the prelim-
inary search, we find that (1) there exist multiple local
minima that can describe the overall feature of the light
curve but (2) none of these solutions can explain the
short-term anomaly at HJD′ ∼ 7493.
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Table 2. Local binary-lens solutions
Parameters ‘Sol A’ ‘Sol B’ ‘Sol C’ ‘Sol D’ ‘Sol E’
χ2 9212.4 9185.7 9179.2 9183.6 9195.1
t0 (HJD’) 7493.443 ± 0.055 7490.032 ± 0.053 7493.872 ± 0.054 7490.004 ± 0.081 7486.311 ± 0.109
u0 0.069 ± 0.001 0.046 ± 0.001 0.023 ± 0.001 0.039 ± 0.001 -0.006 ± 0.007
tE (days) 44.63r ± 0.39 52.87 ± 0.66 74.09 ± 0.20 53.39 ± 0.40 17.15 ± 0.20
s 1.011 ± 0.006 0.730 ± 0.006 1.393 ± 0.003 1.926 ± 0.008 1.228 ± 0.006
q 0.050 ± 0.002 0.382 ± 0.005 0.026 ± 0.001 1.002 ± 0.081 6.032 ± 0.002
α (rad) 3.157 ± 0.010 3.681 ± 0.009 2.915 ± 0.008 3.611 ± 0.012 -0.348 ± 0.016
ρ (10−3) 0.21 ± 0.07 0.21 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.04 0.31 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.02
Note—HJD′ = HJD− 2450000.
It is a well known fact that there can exist mul-
tiple degenerate solutions in binary lensing model-
ing due to deep symmetries in the lens equation
(Griest & Safizadeh 1998; Dominik 1999b; An 2005).
There is also at least one well-studied “accidental” de-
generacy between binary light curves due to planetary-
mass and roughly equal-mass binaries, which does not
occur for any deep reason (Choi et al. 2012; Bozza et al.
2016). However, the general problem of “accidental”
degeneracies is poorly studied. One general principle,
however, is that the lower the quality and quantity of
data, the wider is the range of possible binary geome-
tries that may fit the data reasonably well. As seen from
Figure 2, OGLE-2016-BLG-0613 was exceptionally faint
for a planet-bearing microlensing event, never getting
brighter than I ∼ 17.5. Moreover, although it was over-
all densely covered, by chance both the binary caustic
entrance (HJD′ ∼ 7483) and exit (HJD′ ∼ 7495) fell in
the gap between KMTC and KMTA coverage. Hence,
there is a total of only one data point (from UKIRT) on
these features. Binary events whose caustics lack such
coverage are rarely, if ever, intensively studied, so that
little is known about how they are impacted by “acci-
dental” degeneracies. Therefore, one must pay particu-
lar attention to identifying all degenerate topologies.
Although several local solutions are found from the
preliminary grid search, some local solutions might be
still missed possibly due to a poor guess of the initial
values of the MCMC parameters or some other reasons.
We, therefore, check the existence of additional local
solutions using two systematic approaches.
In the first approach, we conduct a series of additional
grid searches in which we provide various combination
of MCMC parameters as initial values. For a single lens-
ing event, the values of the MCMC parameters are well
characterized by the peak time (for t0), peak magnifica-
tion (for u0), and the duration of the event (for tE).
For OGLE-2016-BLG-0613, however, it is difficult to
estimate these values from the light curve and thus it
might be that some local solutions have been missed if
the given initial parameters were too far away from the
correct ones. From these searches, we identify 5 local
solutions. Among them, 2 local solutions were missed
in the initial search mainly due to the large difference
between the Einstein time scales given as an initial value
and the recovered value from modeling.
In the second approach, we directly consider each of
21 different caustic topologies that are consistent with
the overall morphology of the light curve. As seen in
Figure 2, the caustic structures appear near the peak
of the pre-caustic plus post-caustic light curve. The
caustic structure must therefore be either a four-sided
(“central”) caustic or a six-sided (“resonant”) caustic.
Allowing for the symmetry of these caustic structures
around the binary axis, there are (4/2) × (4 − 1) = 6
topologically distinct source paths for the central caus-
tic and (6/2) × (6 − 1) = 15 for the resonant caustic.
We seed each of these topologies with an arbitrary (s, q)
geometry (that permits such a path) and set initial val-
ues of (t0, u0, tE, α) such that the caustic entrance and
exit occur at approximately the correct times. We then
allow all parameters to vary using χ2 minimization. Al-
though the initial seed solutions generally provide ex-
tremely poor matches to the data, the derived local min-
ima are always in rough accord with the data, showing
that the approach is working. Nevertheless, only four
of these solutions have χ2 within a few hundred of the
global minimum. These yield the same five solutions
found by the grid searches above, with one of the four
topology solutions corresponding to a close-wide pair of
grid-search solutions. See below.
In Figure 4, we present the locations of the local solu-
tions in the ∆χ2 map of the log s – log q parameter space.
The individual local solutions are marked by circles and
labeled as ‘Sol A’, ‘Sol B’, ‘Sol C’, ‘Sol D’, and ‘Sol E’,
respectively. In Table 2, we present the lesing parame-
ters of the individual local binary-lensing solutions. In
Figure 5, we also present the geometry of the lens sys-
tems, which show the source trajectory with respect to
the positions of the lens components and caustics. One
finds that the lensing parameters of the local solutions
span over wide ranges. For example, the range of the
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Figure 6. Model light curve of a triple-lens solution. The
upper panel shows the model fit for the overall light curve,
while the lower 3 panels show the fits for the caustic-crossing
regions. We note that the presented model light curve is that
of ‘Sol B’ and that ‘Sol C (wide)’ and ‘Sol D’ provide models
with similar fits.
binary mass ratio is 0.03 . q . 6.0.1 This implies that
the observed light curve is serendipitously described by
multiple local solutions with widely different lensing pa-
rameters.
Although the overall shape of the observed light curve
is described by multiple solutions, none of the solutions
can explain the short-term anomaly at HJD′ ∼ 7493.
The anomaly is unlikely to be caused by systematics in
the data because the feature was covered commonly by
the OGLE, KMTS, KMTA, and UKIRT data. The re-
gion between caustic spikes can deviate from a smooth
U shape if the source within the caustic asymptotically
approaches the caustic curve. In such a case, however,
the deviation occurring during the caustic approach is
smooth, while the observed short-term anomaly appears
to be a small-scale caustic-crossing feature composed
of both caustic entrance (at HJD′ ∼ 7292.5) and exit
(HJD′ ∼ 7293.1) and the U-shape trough between them.
3.2. Triple-Lens Modeling
Binary lenses form closed curves, it is mathematically
impossible for a binary lens to generate two successive
caustic entrances without an intervening caustic exit,
nor similarly two successive caustic exits without an in-
tervening caustic entrance. In the present case, we have
both two such successive entrances followed by two such
successive exits. This suggests that one should consider
a new interpretation of the event other than the binary-
lens interpretation.
It is known that a third body of a lens can cause
1 We note that q > 1.0 implies that the source approaches closer
to the lower-mass component of the binary lens.
caustic curves to be self-intersected (Schneider et al.
1992; Petters et al. 2001; Dane´k & Heyrovsky´ 2015;
Luhn et al. 2016), and the light curve resulting from the
source trajectory passing over the intersected part of the
caustic can result in an additional caustic-crossing fea-
ture within the major caustic feature. We therefore con-
duct a triple-lens modeling of the observed light curve
in order to check whether the short-term anomaly can
be explained by a third body.
The 3-body lens modeling is conducted in two steps.
In the first step, we conduct a grid search for the pa-
rameters related to the third body (s3, q3, and ψ) by
fixing the binary-lens parameters at the values obtained
from the binary-lens modeling. Once approximate val-
ues of the third-body parameters are found, we then
refine the 3-body solution by allowing all parameters to
vary. The first step is based on the assumption that
the overall light curve is well described by a binary-
lens model and the signal of the third body can be
treated as a perturbation to the binary-lens curve. For
OGLE-2016-BLG-0613, this assumption is valid because
of the good binary-lens fit to the overall light curve and
the short-term nature of the anomaly. The lensing pa-
rameters related to the third body include the separa-
tion s3 and the mass ratio q3 = M3/M1 between the
third and the primary of the binary lens and the po-
sition angle of the third body measured from the bi-
nary axis, ψ. According to our definition of the posi-
tion angle ψ, the third body is located at (xL,3, yL,3) =
(xL,1+ s3 cosψ, yL,1+ s3 sinψ), where (xL,1, yL,1) repre-
sents the position of the primary of the binary lens, i.e.
M1.
From triple-lens modeling, we find that the short-term
anomaly can be explained by introducing a low-mass
third body to the binary-lens solutions ‘Sol A’ through
‘Sol D’. For the case of ‘Sol E’, we find no triple-lens
solution that can explain the short-term anomaly. For
each of the solutions that can explain the short-term
anomaly, we find a pair of triple-lens solutions resulting
from the close/wide degeneracy of the third-body, i.e. s3
versus (approximately) s−13 (Han et al. 2013; Song et al.
2014). We designate the solutions with s3 > 1 and s3 <
1 as “wide” and “close” solutions, respectively.2
In Table 3, we list the lensing parameters of the triple-
lens solutions along with χ2 values. Also presented are
the source and blend magnitudes, Is and Ib, respec-
tively.3 From the mass ratios of the third body, one
2 Note that for “Sol D”, the “wide” solution has s3 < 1. In
fact, it requires some care to map the simple symmetries found
by Griest & Safizadeh (1998) for a single host, to the present case
of a binary host. In particular, one sees from Figures 4 and 6
that the planet is basically perturbing the magnification field of
the primary, whereas the lensing parameters are defined relative
to the mass of the entire system. If s3 were rescaled to the mass of
the primary [as in, e.g., Gould et al. (2014)], then the two values
would be s3 = 1.16 (wide) and s3 = 0.93 (close).
3 We note that the error in the blend, Ib, is not presented
because the error is formally extremely small, less than 0.001 mag.
This estimate is accurate in the sense that Fb = Fbase−Fs, where
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Figure 7. Caustic geometry of the 4 local triple-lens solutions. For each of the solutions, marked by ‘Sol A’, ‘Sol B’, ‘Sol C’,
and ‘Sol D’, a pair of solutions, which are marked by ‘close’ and ‘wide’, resulting from the close/wide degeneracy of the third
body are presented. Notations are same as those in Fig. 5.
finds that 1.8× 10−3 . q3 . 6.4× 10−3, indicating that
the third body is a planetary-mass object regardless of
the models. From the mass ratios between the binary
components, one finds that q2 . 0.06 for ‘Sol A’ and
‘Sol C’, while q2 & 0.35 for ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’. This
indicates that the lens of ‘Sol A’ and ‘Sol C’ would be
composed of a star, a brown dwarf (BD), and a planet,
while the lens of ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’ would consist of a
stellar binary plus a planet.
The model light curve of the triple-lens solution and
the residual from the observed data are presented in
Figure 6 for the ‘Sol B (wide)’ model as a representative
model. We note that χ2 differences among the models
‘Sol B’, ‘Sol C’ and ‘Sol D’ are . 30 and thus the fits
of ‘Sol C’ and ‘Sol D’ are similar to the fit of the pre-
sented model. For ‘Sol A’, on the other hand, the fit is
worse than the presented model by ∆χ2 ∼ 80. Figure 7
shows the caustic geometry of the individual triple-lens
solutions. In all cases, it is found that the short-term
anomaly is produced by the deformation of the caustic
caused by the third body.
We check whether the model further improves by ad-
ditionally considering the parallax effect induced by the
orbital motion of the Earth around the sun (Gould
1992). We find that the microlens parallax piE can be
neither reliably measured nor meaningfully constrained.
We note that the event was in the field of the space-based
lensing survey using the Kepler space telescope (K2C9:
Henderson, et al. 2016). Since the Kepler telescope is in
a heliocentric orbit, the space-based observations could
have led to the measurement of the microlens parallax
(Refsdal 1966; Gould 1994). The K2C9 campaign was
planned to start at HJD′ ∼ 7486, when the event was
in progress. However, the campaign could start only at
HJD′ ∼ 7501 because of an emergency mode and thus
the event was missed.
3.3. Source Star
We characterize the source star by measuring the de-
reddened color and brightness, that are calibrated using
the centroid of giant clump (GC) in the color-magnitude
diagram (CMD) (Yoo et al. 2004). Although the event
was observed in V band by both the OGLE and KMT-
Net surveys, the V -band photometry quality is not good
enough for a reliable measurement of the V -band base-
line source flux due to the faintness of the source star
combined with the high extinction toward the field. We
therefore use the OGLE I-band data and UKIRT H-
band data.
Fbase is the flux due to the nearest “star” in the DoPhot-based
catalog derived from the template image. However, this quantity is
itself the result of complex processing of a crowded-field image and
does not precisely correspond to any physical quantity. Within the
context of the analysis, it is just a nuisance parameter, although
it can in principle place upper limits on light from the lens.
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Table 3. Local triple-lens solutions
Parameters ‘Sol A’ ‘Sol B’ ‘Sol C’ ‘Sol D’
Wide Close Wide Close Wide Close Wide Close
χ2 4869.9 4881.05 4799.2 4812.9 4789.2 4805.6 4802.4 4816.8
t0 (HJD’) 7493.551 7493.572 7490.135 7490.489 7494.153 7494.177 7490.095 7489.920
± 0.038 ± 0.043 ± 0.063 ± 0.120 ± 0.048 ± 0.017 ± 0.075 ± 0.039
u0 0.068 0.072 0.048 0.047 0.021 0.022 0.038 0.038
± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.002 ± 0.001
tE (days) 44.48 42.13 51.45 44.94 74.62 71.90 53.53 52.01
± 0.71 ± 0.19 ± 0.41 ± 1.33 ± 1.69 ± 0.57 ± 0.43 ± 0.10
s2 1.009 1.025 0.743 0.802 1.396 1.386 1.941 1.932
± 0.004 ± 0.004 ± 0.005 ± 0.015 ± 0.010 ± 0.004 ± 0.019 ± 0.003
q2 0.053 0.055 0.386 0.359 0.029 0.027 1.051 1.114
± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.010 ± 0.011 ± 0.002 ± 0.001 ± 0.052 ± 0.019
α (rad) 3.169 3.172 3.659 3.663 2.948 2.954 3.572 3.587
± 0.009 ± 0.012 ± 0.005 ± 0.004 ± 0.010 ± 0.003 ± 0.014 ± 0.005
s3 1.111 0.971 1.064 0.872 1.168 0.872 0.833 0.677
± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.001 ± 0.002 ± 0.008 ± 0.005 ± 0.012 ± 0.004
q3 (10−3) 2.44 2.07 5.54 4.43 3.27 3.24 6.39 1.77
± 0.07 ± 0.01 ± 0.13 ± 0.13 ± 0.24 ± 0.18 ± 0.49 ± 0.05
ψ (rad) 5.079 5.079 4.672 4.774 5.332 5.350 4.519 1.852
± 0.010 ± 0.007 ± 0.011 ± 0.022 ± 0.016 ± 0.004 ± 0.011 ± 0.011
ρ (10−3) 0.35 0.39 0.30 0.36 0.22 0.23 0.32 0.25
± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.03 ± 0.02
Is,OGLE (mag) 21.84 21.81 22.25 22.01 23.00 22.90 21.96 21.96
± 0.01 ± 0.01 ± 0.02 ± 0.04 ± 0.05 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.01
Hs (mag) 18.55 18.52 18.96 18.72 19.71 19.61 18.67 18.67
± 0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.06 ± 0.06 ± 0.04 ± 0.04 ± 0.04
Ib,OGLE (mag) 19.58 19.59 19.55 19.56 19.50 19.51 19.57 19.57
Note—HJD′ = HJD− 2450000.
In Figure 8, we mark the location of the source star
with respect to the GC centroid in the (I −H)/I CMD
of neighboring stars around the source. We measure the
GC centroid (I −H, I)GC = (3.58, 16.57)± (0.01, 0.07),
where the errors are derived from the standard error of
the mean of clump stars. As is virtually always the case,
for each model, the source color is essentially identical
(I−H)s = 3.29±0.04 to much greater precision than the
measurement error, which is dominated by the H-band
photometric errors. Thus ∆(I − H) = −0.29 ± 0.04.
Transformation to (V − I) of both the value and error
using the color-color relation of Bessell & Brett (1988)
yields ∆(V − I) = −0.21 ± 0.03. Based on the well-
defined de-reddened color of GC centroid (V − I)0,GC =
1.06 (Bensby et al. 2011), it is estimated that the de-
reddened color of the source is
(V − I)0,s = (V − I)0,GC+∆(V − I) = 0.85± 0.03. (2)
This color corresponds to that of a late G-type main-
sequence star with an absolute magnitude of MI,s ∼
4.9. From the absolute magnitude of the GC centroid
of MI,GC = −0.12 (Nataf et al. 2013) combined with
its apparent brightness IGC = 16.57 measured on the
CMD, then, the apparent magnitude of the source star
should be
Is = IGC − (MI,GC −MI,s) ∼ 21.6. (3)
3.4. Partial Resolution of Triple-Lens Degeneracy
It is found that the observed light curve can be ex-
plained by (4 × 2 =)8 degenerate triple-lens solutions.
In this subsection, we further investigate the individual
solutions in order to check the feasibility of resolving the
degeneracy among the solutions.
First, we exclude ‘Sol A’ due to its relatively poor
fit to the observed light curve compared to the other
solutions. From the comparison of χ2 values presented
in Table 3, it is found that ‘Sol A’ provides a fit that is
poorer than ‘Sol B’, ‘Sol C’, and ‘Sol D’ by ∆χ2 = 70.7,
80.7, and 67.5, respectively. These χ2 differences are
statistically significant enough to exclude ‘Sol A’.
This leaves three pairs of solutions, one pair for each
of ‘Sols B, C, D’. ‘Sol C’ (wide) is favored by ∆χ2 = 10
over any other solutions. However, the source position
on the CMD is a priori substantially less likely than
for ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’. The source brightness deter-
mined from the source flux Fs, presented in Table 3,
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Figure 8. Source locations with respect to the giant clump
centroid (red dot) in the (I − H)/H color-magnitude dia-
gram of stars around the source. We mark 4 source locations,
where the blue dot represents the location of a late G-type
main-sequence star at a bulge distance, the magenta dot de-
notes the source location with the brightness estimated from
‘Sol B (close)’, ‘Sol D (close)’, and ‘Sol D (wide)’, and the
cyan dot is the source location with the source brightness
estimated from ‘Sol B (wide)’, and finally the green dot is
the source location with the brightness estimated from ‘Sol
C (close)’ and ‘Sol C (wide)’.
are Is = 23.00 ± 0.05 and 22.90 ± 0.02 for the wide
and close solutions, respectively. These are & 1.3 mag-
nitude fainter than Is = 21.6, i.e. Eq. (3), estimated
based on the relative source position with respect to
the GC centroid in the CMD. See Figure 8. To ex-
plain such a faint source would require either that the
source is very distant (at e.g., DS ∼ 15 kpc), or that
it is intrinsically dim for its color due to low metallic-
ity (e.g., [Fe/H]∼ −1.3). Either of these is possible, al-
though with low probability. For example, Bensby et al.
(2017a) find a total of 3 stars with [Fe/H]< −1.2 out of
their sample of 90 microlensed bulge dwarfs and sub-
giants. Similarly, Ness et al. (2013) found about 2%
of stars with [Fe/H] < −1.2 in a much larger sam-
ple, albeit substantially farther from the Galactic plane
than typical microlensing events. Compare Figures 1
and 10 of Bensby et al. (2017b) with Figures 1 and 6
of Ness et al. (2013), respectively. The Bensby et al.
(2017a) sample is appropriate for comparison because it
faces qualitatively similar selection biases to microlens-
ing surveys that lead to planet detection. On the other
hand, Bensby et al. (2017a) found no clear evidence for
microlensed sources that lay substantially behind the
Galactic bulge.
In brief ‘Sol C’ is mildly favored by χ2 but requires
a somewhat unlikely source. If its ∆χ2 = 10 advantage
could be interpreted at face value according to Gaus-
sian statistics, this solution would be mildly preferred
by ∆ lnL = ln(3/90) + 10/2 = 1.6. However, it is well
known that microlensing light curves are affected by sub-
tle systematics at the ∆χ2 =few level, and so cannot be
judged according to naive Gaussian statistics. There-
fore, we consider that ‘Sol C’ is viable but somewhat
disfavored.
On the other hand, ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’ not only pro-
vide good fits to the observed light curve but also meet
the source brightness constraint. The apparent source
magnitudes estimated from Fs values of the models are
Is = 22.25 ± 0.02/22.01± 0.04 for the wide/close solu-
tions of ‘Sol B’ and Is = 21.96±0.02/21.96±0.01 for the
wide/close solutions of ‘Sol D’. These are in accordance
with Is ∼ 21.6 estimated from the CMD. We find that
the lensing parameters of ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’ models are
in the relation of
sB ∼
1 + qB
1− qB
√
1 + qD
s−1D , (4)
where (sB , qB) represent the binary separation and mass
ratio of ‘Sol B’ and (sD, qD) represent those of ‘Sol D’.
This indicates that ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’ are the pair of so-
lutions resulting from the well-known close/wide binary-
lens degeneracy which is rooted in the symmetry of the
lens equation and thus can be severe (Dominik 1999b;
An 2005). For OGLE-2016-BLG-0613, the degeneracy
is quite severe with ∆χ2 . 5. Note in particular from
Figure 5 that the topologies of ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’ are
essentially identical and are also distinct from the other
three topologies shown.
3.5. Angular Eintein Radius
The angular Einstein radius is estimated from the
combination of the normalized source radius ρ and the
angular source radius θ∗, i.e. θE = θ∗/ρ. The normal-
ized source radius is measured by analyzing the caustic-
crossing part of the light curve where the lensing magni-
fications are affected by finite-source effects. Although
three of the four caustic crossings were covered by either
zero or one point (and so yield essentially no informa-
tion about ρ), the planetary-caustic entrance was very
well covered by KMTS data. See the lower middle panel
of Figure 6.
The angular source radius is estimated based on the
de-reddened color and brightness. The de-reddeded V -
band brightness is estimated by
V0,s = I0,s + (V − I)0,s, (5)
where I0,s = IGC,0 − (IGC − Is), IGC,0 = 14.38
(Nataf et al. 2013), IGC = 16.57 ± 0.07, (V − I)0,s =
0.85± 0.03 [Eq. (2)], and Is is given for each solution in
Table 3. We convert (V − I)0 into (V −K)0 using the
V I/V K relation of Bessell & Brett (1988). Then, the
angular source radius θ∗ is determined from the relation
between θ∗ and (V, V −K)0 provided by Kervella et al.
(2004).
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Table 4. Einstein ring radius and proper motion
Parameters ‘Sol B’ ‘Sol C’ ‘Sol D’
Wide Close Wide Close Wide Close
θE (mas) 1.20± 0.24 1.12± 0.22 1.15± 0.22 1.15± 0.22 1.28± 0.25 1.63± 0.32
µ (mas yr−1) 8.50± 1.71 9.06± 1.75 5.64± 1.11 5.86± 1.14 8.70± 1.72 11.5± 2.20
Table 5. Physical lens parameters
Parameters ‘Sol B’ ‘Sol C’ ‘Sol D’
Wide Close Wide Close Wide Close
DL (kpc) 3.41
+1.34
−1.42 3.56
+1.30
−1.51 3.19
+1.40
−1.27 3.21
+1.35
−1.20 3.84
+1.44
−1.63 2.93
+1.59
−1.44
M1 (M⊙) 0.72
+0.55
−0.42 0.65
+0.50
−0.37 0.80
+0.65
−0.43 0.81
+0.64
−0.44 0.66
+0.58
−0.38 0.63
+0.72
−0.41
M2 (M⊙) 0.28
+0.21
−0.16 0.23
+0.18
−0.13 0.023
+0.019
−0.012 0.023
+0.017
−0.012 0.69
+0.61
−0.40 0.70
+0.80
−0.46
M3 (MJ ) 4.18
+3.19
−2.43 3.01
+2.32
−1.71 2.74
+2.23
−1.51 2.75
+2.17
−1.49 4.42
+3.88
−2.54 1.17
+1.33
−0.76
a⊥,1−2 (au) 2.96
+1.16
−1.23 3.02
+1.10
−1.28 5.00
+2.19
−1.99 5.00
+2.10
−1.87 9.09
+3.41
−3.86 8.66
+0.42
−0.38
a⊥,1−3 (au) 6.40
+2.51
−2.63 3.28
+1.20
−1.39 4.19
+1.84
−1.67 3.15
+1.32
−1.18 3.90
+1.46
−1.66 3.04
+0.15
−0.13
In Table 4, we present the angular Einstein radii for
the viable models ‘Sol B’, ‘Sol C’, and ‘Sol D’. Also
presented are the relative lens-source proper motion de-
termined by
µ =
θE
tE
, θE ≡
√
κMpirel, (6)
where pirel = au(D
−1
L −D−1S ) is the lens-source relative
parallax and κ ≡ 4G/(c2au) ≃ 8.14 mas M−1⊙ . The
inferred angular Einstein radii for the ensemble of solu-
tions are in the range of 1.1 . θE/mas . 1.6. These
large values of θE virtually rule out bulge lenses and so
directly imply that the lens is in the Galactic disk. That
is, if we hypothesized that the lens were in the bulge,
then (since the bulge is a relatively old population), we
could inferM . 1.3M⊙. Hence, for θE & 1.1mas, Equa-
tion (6) implies pirel & 0.11mas, which would contradict
the hypothesis that the lens was in the bulge.
3.6. Physical Lens Parameters
For the unique determinations of the lens massM and
distance DL, one needs to measure both the angular
Einstein radius θE and the microlens parallax piE:
M =
θE
κpiE
; DL =
au
piEθE + piS
, (7)
where piS = au/DS is the source parallax. For OGLE-
2016-BLOG-0613, θE is measured but piE is not mea-
sured and thus the values of M and DL cannot be
uniquely determined. However, one can still constrain
the physical lens parameters based on the measured val-
ues of the event time scale tE and the angular Einstein
radius θE.
In order to estimate the mass and distance to the lens,
we conduct a Bayesian analysis of the event based on the
mass function combined with the models of the physical
and dynamical distributions of objects in the Galaxy.
We use the initial mass function of Chabrier (2003a) for
the mass function of Galactic bulge objects, while we
use the present day mass function of Chabrier (2003b)
for disk objects. In the mass function, we do not in-
clude stellar remnants, i.e. white dwarfs, neutron stars,
and black holes, because it would be difficult for planets
to survive the AGB/planetary-nebular phase of stellar
evolution and no planet belonging to a remnant host is
so far known, e.g. Kilic et al. (2009). For the matter dis-
tribution, we adopt the Galactic model of Han & Gould
(2003). In this model, the matter density distribu-
tion is constructed based on a double-exponential disk
and a triaxial bulge. We use the dynamical model of
Han & Gould (1995) to construct the velocity distribu-
tion. In this model, the disk velocity distribution is
assumed to be Gaussian about the rotation velocity of
the disk and the bulge velocity distribution is modeled
to be a triaxial Gaussian with velocity components de-
duced from the flattening of the bulge via the tensor
virial theorem. Based on these models, we generate a
large number of artificial lensing events by conducting
a Monte Carlo simulation. We then estimate the ranges
of M and DL corresponding to the measured event time
scale and the angular Einstein radius.
In Table 5, we list the physical parameters of the lens
system estimated from the the Bayesian analysis. In Fig-
ure 9, we also present the distributions of the primary
mass M1 and the distance to the lens DL obtained from
the Bayesian analysis for the individual solutions. The
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Figure 9. Distributions of the primary mass M1 and the distance to the lens DL for the individual solutions obtained from
Bayesian analysis. In each panel, the solid vertical line represents the median value and the two dotted lines represent the 1σ
range of the distribution.
values denoted by Mi represent the masses of the indi-
vidual lens components, and a⊥,1−2 and a⊥,1−3 denote
the projectedM1−M2 andM1−M3 separations, respec-
tively. We note that the unit of M1 and M2 is the solar
mass, M⊙, while the unit of M3 is the Jupiter mass,
MJ . The presented physical parameters are the median
values of the corresponding distributions and the uncer-
tainties are estimated as the standard deviations of the
distributions.
All three pairs of solutions shown in Table 5 are com-
prised of a super-Jupiter planet in a binary-star system,
whose primary is a K dwarf. They are all located in the
Galactic disk, about half-way toward the bulge. The
major difference among these solutions is that for ‘Sol
B’ and ‘Sol D’, the components of the binary are of equal
(B) or comparable (D) mass, whereas for ‘Sol C’, the sec-
ond component of the binary is a low-mass brown dwarf.
We note that in all cases, the projected separations of
the secondary and the planet are roughly comparable,
so that if the system lay in the plane of the sky it would
be unstable. This is a result of a generic selection bias of
microlensing. Binary lenses, and in particular planets,
are most easily discovered if they lie separated in projec-
tion by roughly one Einstein radius. See e.g., Figure 7
of Mro´z et al. (2017). This bias affects multi-lens sys-
tems by the square. OGLE-2012-BLG-0026 (Han et al.
2013) provides an excellent example of such bias. Hence,
stable, hierarchical systems are preferentially seen at an
angle such that the projected separations are compara-
ble.
4. DISCUSSION
OGLE-2016-BLG-0613 is of scientific importance be-
cause it demonstrates that planets in binary systems can
be readily detected using the microlensing method. The
planet is the fourth microlensing planet in binary sys-
tems followed by OGLE-2008-BLG-092L (Poleski et al.
2014), OGLE-2013-BLG-0341L (Gould et al. 2014), and
OGLE-2007-BLG-349 (Bennett et al. 2016). Since the
region of planet sensitivity is different from those
of other planet-detection methods, the microlensing
method will enrich the sample of planets in binaries,
helping us to understand details about the formation
mechanism of these planets.
The event illustrates the difficulty of 3-body lensing
modeling. As shown in the previous section, interpret-
ing the light curve suffers from multifold degeneracy due
to the complexity of triple-lens topology combined with
insufficient data quality. Such a difficulty in the interpre-
tation was found in the case of another triple-lens event
OGLE-2007-BLG-349 for which there existed two pos-
sible interpretations of the circumbinary-planet model
and two-planet model. Bennett et al. (2016) were able
to resolve the degeneracy with additional high-resolution
images obtained from Hubble Space Telescope observa-
tions.
‘Sol C’ (star + brown-dwarf + super-Jupiter) repre-
sents a substantially different type of system from either
‘Sol B’ or ‘Sol D’ (comparable mass binary with super-
Jupiter). It would therefore be of considerable interest
to distinguish between these two classes. This will be
quite straightforward once the source and lens are suf-
ficiently separated to be resolved in high-resolution im-
ages (whether from space or the ground) because ‘Sol C’
has both a much lower proper motion (Table 4) and a
much fainter source star (Figure 8). In fact, even if ‘Sol
C’ is the correct solution, it is only necessary to wait
until the lens and source would be separately resolved in
‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’, based on their substantially larger
proper motions. In that case, if the lens and source
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are not separately resolved, this non-detection would
demonstrate that ‘Sol C’ was correct. We note that
for the case of OGLE-2005-BLG-169, which had a simi-
lar proper motions to ‘Sol B’ and ‘Sol D’, Batista et al.
(2015) clearly resolved the source and lens with Keck
adaptive optics observations taken 8.2 years later, while
Bennett et al. (2015) marginally resolved them after 6.5
years using the Hubble Space Telescope. In principle,
it is also possible to both detect the lens and mea-
sure its proper motion by subtracting out the source
light from high-resolution images. This may be possi-
ble in the present case. However, application of this
approach would be significantly complicated by the ex-
istence of several different solutions with very different
source fluxes.
5. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the microlensing event OGLE-2016-
BLG-0613 for which the light curve appeared to be that
of a typical binary-lens event with two caustic spikes but
with a short-term discontinuous feature on the smooth
trough region between the spikes. It was found that the
overall feature of the light curve was described by mul-
tiple binary-lens solutions but the short-term discontin-
uous feature could be explained by none of these solu-
tions. We found that the discontinuous feature could be
explained by introducing a low-mass planetary compan-
ion to the binary lens. We found 4 degenerate triple-lens
solutions, among which one was excluded due to the rel-
atively poor fit compared to the other solutions. For
each of the remaining three classes of solutions, there is
a pair of sub-solutions according to the well-known close-
wide degeneracy for planets. In two of the three classes
of solutions, the two binary components are of compa-
rable mass, while in the third, the second component of
the binary is a low mass brown dwarf. The degeneracy
between the binary-star/planet lens model(s) and the
star/brown-dwarf/planet lens model can be resolved by
future high-resolution imaging observation.
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